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Internet of Things,
Future Comms

Artificial Intelligence
& Robotics

Cyber Security &
Data Analytics

Immersive Media

The Platform to bring together like-minded people from the public healthcare
institutions and solution providers to solve real health-related challenges and
provide “Better Health, Better Care, Better Lives” for Singaporeans.
Participants will get to ideate, co-create and validate health IT solutions that
could be eventually scaled for nationwide deployment in the future.

Joint Initiative led by IHiS

• National HealthTech Challenge: Led by IHiS, endorsed by MOH, supported by partners
• Shortlisted proposals will receive support from IHiS and partners for development and scaling.
• Challenge projects will be aligned to MOH Initiatives:
• Beyond Healthcare to Health
• Beyond Hospital to Community
• Beyond Quality to Value

Who can Participate
• Seekers (PHIs): Targeted at all professionals representing any public healthcare institutions

(PHIs) across the healthcare clusters & AIC. Seekers will take the lead role during presentation.

•

Solvers (RI, IHLs, Industry): Each SOLVER could comprise of up to three members from

Research Institutes (RIs), Institutes of Higher Learning (IHLs), or Companies (Startups/SMEs/MNCs)

• Match-Making: Seekers and Solvers may name the teams that they prefer to work with
during the submission process

1

SEEKERS (PHIs)

• Each Seeker Team should be
between 2 – 5 participants
• Each Seeker team may
submit only 1 problem
statement
• No limit to the number of
teams that can participate

2

SOLVERS (RI, IHL, Ind.)

• Each Solver team may only
have up to 3 members
• Each Solver team may
submit only 1 response
• No limit to the number of
teams that can participate

Timelines
SEEKERS (PHIs)
Round 1 (15 Apr)

Launch Challenge

Close of Problem
Statement Submission

Briefing and
Networking session

SEEKERS
3

SOLVERS

Round 3 (30 June)
Semi-Finals Presentation
and Judging

Workshops - Seekers and Solvers

March

April

2

May

Round 2 (30 Apr – 29 Jun)
Match-making and
conceptual prototypes

SOLVERS

June

July

4

Round 4 (17 July)
Finals and Awards
Ceremony

Shortlisted Teams

Challenge Organized in 4 Rounds
1

Problem Statements
Submission

• Seekers (PHIs): Submit
problem statements
aimed at the Hospital
or Department level,
based on one of the
three MOH themes:

2

Match-Making

• Solvers (Industry)
Respond to submitted
problem statements
• Organizers will matchmake, Seekers have
first right of
preference
• Up to 25 teams to be
shortlisted

3

Semi-Finals

• IHiS and partners will
co-evaluate and select
up to 10-20 projects
• Seekers will lead
presentations
• Ideally, 3 projects
from each theme will
be selected

4

Finals

• Up to 5-10 teams will
be shortlisted via
audience voting
• Ideally, at least 1
project from each
level will be selected

Short-listed Teams are Incubated
5

Refine Proposal
(National HealthTech
Challenge 2018)

 Co-create solutions to
address real problems
 Showcase at National
Health IT Summit
2018 (up to 400
attendees from the
Clusters)
* IHiS will work with winning teams
on their grant applications, which
would be subjected to the
respective criteria and evaluation
by the funding agency

6

Build Prototype/
Min Viable Product
(MVP)

 Access to resources
for building &
validating MVP
• Data Testing
• Common API
• Integration Support
• Clinical guidance
• Regulatory guidance
• IP guidance

7

POC Stage
(at hospital)

 Access to institutions
for POC/POV
(supported by IHiS &
partnering agencies)

8

POV Stage &
Scaling

 Develop pricing
model
 Deploy successful
solutions across
clusters
*With support from MOH
and IHiS

Evaluation Criterion
1

Round 1
Problem Statement
Submission

2

Round 2:
Match-making &
Building Concepts

Prob Statements to be
published immediately as
long as they meet criteria

Target up to 25 Teams to be
match-made and shortlisted
for Semi-Finals

Filter Criterion
 Impact to
Healthcare Sector
 Relevance of
Problem Statement

Matchmake Criterion
 Fit of Technology
Solution
 Novelty of Solution
 Market Potential

3

Round 3:
Presentation &
Shortlisting

Target up to 10-20 teams
shortlisted for Finals

Shortlisting Criterion
 Readiness of
Solution
 Readiness of the
business
 High level cost of
Solution

4

Round 4:
Finals Voting and
Awards Ceremony

Up to 5-10 top favourites
teams to be selected

 Votes by up to
400 distinguished
guests from the
healthcare
clusters

Judging Panel (Semi-Finals)
Funding agencies will be polled to co-evaluate and select projects
(GovTech, NHIC, NTUitive, NUS Enterprise, SG Innovate, SPRING/IPI)
Head of Dept/Clinicians from all 3 Healthcare Clusters + AIC
IHiS, Head of Planning

** Health Science Authority will be available as a Subject Matter Expert
and advise on any regulatory requirements/matters that may possibly
impact the market potential of the proposal

Important Dates to Note
Description
• Launch of HealthTech Challenge
• Close of Problem Submissions
• Problem Statements Published
• Match Making Starts
• Workshop Sessions (3 – 4 sessions)
• Semi-Finals
• Finals

Date
Wed, 7 Mar 2018
Sun, 15 Apr 2018
Thu, 29 Apr 2018
Fri, 30 Apr 2018
14 May–22 Jun, 2018
Sat, 30 Jun 2018
Tue, 17 Jul 2018

Challenge Statements
Key Themes

12

Alignment with 3 “Beyonds”

Challenge Themes1

Focus on 3 Transformational Shifts
to realise Better Health, Better Care, Better Lives

Beyond Healthcare
to Health
 To promote active
ageing and healthy living
through preventive health
and disease
management

1 The

Beyond Hospital
to Community

Beyond Quality
to Value

 To enable the
 To deliver value to
transformation of care
patients through
through care integration
appropriate care and the
across providers, moving
efficient use of clinical
care beyond the hospital,
resources and manpower
to the community

‘3 Beyonds’ strategy announced by Minister (MOH) in 2017 to sustain quality healthcare as demand rises

Challenge Theme 1

Beyond Healthcare
to Health

Current Situation: Singaporeans are now living with ill health
longer - 1.5 years longer than in 1990. A healthier nation
requires less of the healthcare system. To do this, we need to
arrest the causes of ill health early and reduce the
progression of long-term chronic diseases. Thus, it is
important for the focus to be shifted from healthcare to
health.
Challenge: How can we design or develop a more holistic
approach, including but not limited to mental, physical,
preventive and financial health interventions, so as to help
and support Singaporeans to lead healthier lives?

Challenge Theme 2

Beyond Hospital
to Community

Current Situation: With the rising ageing population, there is
an increasing strain on our hospital resources. Thus, there is a
need to transform our healthcare delivery system from one
that is built around the hospital, to one that is directed at
meeting the needs of Singaporeans – make it easier for
patients to access appropriate care, help them recover
faster, and enhance health outcomes while keeping costs
affordable and sustainable.
Challenge: How can we design or develop interventions that
enable Singaporeans to receive appropriate care in the
community and closer to home, so that they can stay well,
recover faster and avoid frequent hospital admissions?

Challenge Theme 3

Beyond Quality
to Value

Current Situation: Our healthcare budget has more than
doubled from $4.7 billion in FY12 to $11 billion FY17. This has
come about partly because of ageing, and the need to
invest in infrastructure, but also because of Government’s
policy shift to take on a greater proportion of healthcare
costs. As the healthcare system is undergoing transformation,
there is a need to look at the long-term implications on
sustainability.
Challenge: How can we design or develop interventions to
give every Singaporean the best value, while keeping our
healthcare system sustainable?

In Closing…
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What does the National HealthTech Challenge mean…
Seeker

Solver

Funding Agency

IHiS

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

Seek proactively through
problem statement
See similar challenges in a
common registry
Find like-minded seekers
Evaluate fairly
Access more sources of
funding

•
•

•
•

Assess impact of similar
problems
Find like-minded seekers
to scale
Assess readiness of
seekers to start pilot
Allow fair competition
and better differentiation
Access to runway to scale

•
•
•
•

Reduce duplicative
projects across agencies
Reduce risks through coqualification
Increase success with
visibility of seeker/solver
team
Increase potential to
scale through alignment
with MOH objectives
Seed the “desert”, trim
the “forest”

•
•
•
•

Enrich problem statement
with data points
Help evaluate technical
solutions and matchmake
Co-fund interfaces to
backend systems
Escalate
policy/data/regulation
impetus for resolution
NOT to stifle innovation –
start right, fail fast, scale
meaningfully
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For inquiries: contact healthlab@ihis.com.sg
Details at: https://www.ihis.com.sg/healthlab

